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ABSTRACT: Understanding how cells regulate and transport
metal ions is an important goal in the ﬁeld of bioinorganic
chemistry, a frontier research area that resides at the interface of
chemistry and biology. This Current Topic reviews recent advances
from the authors’ group in using single-molecule ﬂuorescence
imaging techniques to identify the mechanisms of metal
homeostatic proteins, including metalloregulators and metallochaperones. It emphasizes the novel mechanistic insights into
how dynamic protein−DNA and protein−protein interactions oﬀer
eﬃcient pathways via which MerR-family metalloregulators and copper chaperones can fulﬁll their functions. This work also
summarizes other related single-molecule studies of bioinorganic systems and provides an outlook toward single-molecule
imaging of metalloprotein functions in living cells.
name a few. A search of the keywords “single molecule” and
“biophysics” in PubMed generates >1500 publications. On the
other hand, much less single-molecule studies have been
reported on bioinorganic systems (see Related Single-Molecule
Bioinorganic Work), even though bioinorganic chemistry is
extensively intertwined with biology.1,2 Yet many compelling
problems in bioinorganic chemistry can be solved using the
advances in single-molecule techniques, as shown by the
examples in this work and others.
Approximately eight years ago, our group started an eﬀort to
develop and apply single-molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy
methods to bioinorganic problems, partly to target the shortage
of this type of research as well as to push the frontiers of both
bioinorganic chemistry and single-molecule research. We chose
metal homeostasis as the topic of interest, which comprises
many processes that involve dynamic protein−protein and
protein−DNA interactions. Focusing on metalloregulators and
metallochaperones, we have developed engineered DNA
Holliday junctions as reporters in smFRET measurements of
protein−DNA interactions, as well as adapted a lipid vesicle
trapping approach to allow single-molecule studies of weak,
dynamic protein interactions (see our previous review9). In this
Current Topic, we highlight the mechanistic insights gained
from our latest smFRET studies of metalloregulators and
metallochaperones.

T

ransition metals, such as iron, copper, and zinc, play a
variety of important roles in biological processes,
including catalyzing reactions, providing structural supports,
mediating charge transfer, and transducing signals.1,2 Many
transition metals are thus essential in organisms ranging from
bacteria to mammals, yet some transition metals are highly
toxic, such as mercury and lead, threatening organisms living in
environments that contain high levels of such metals. Even
essential metals can turn harmful if their concentrations and
availabilities go awry inside cells. Therefore, it is crucial to
understand how cells harness the power of essential metals for
function, while preventing toxicity, and how they defend against
toxic metals. This understanding is one of the major research
goals in the ﬁeld of bioinorganic chemistry (also known as
inorganic biochemistry or metallobiochemistry), an active
research ﬁeld at the interface of chemistry and biology.
Most metal-related biological processes are conducted by
proteins, i.e., metalloproteins. These proteins work either
individually or with one another to conduct their biological
functions. For the latter, the interactions among the proteins
are often key determinants of their functionality. These
interactions are often diﬃcult to study in ensemble-averaged
measurements because of their dynamic nature, which makes it
necessary to synchronize molecular actions (as done in
stopped-ﬂow measurements) for probing interaction intermediates.
Single-molecule techniques have emerged over the past two
decades as powerful methods for studying dynamic protein
interactions (for example, see reviews 3−8). Their applications
thrived in the ﬁeld of biophysics: a quick look at the technical
programs in the recent biophysics society national meetings can
spot many lectures on single-molecule studies; examples
include nucleic acid-processing enzymes, molecular motors,
cytoskeleton structures, and protein synthesis and folding, to
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METALLOREGULATORS: NOVEL PATHWAYS FOR
TRANSCRIPTION DEACTIVATION
Metalloregulators are metal-sensing transcription factors; they
regulate the transcription of genes that protect the cell from
metal excess or allow the cell to acquire essential metals (see
recent reviews10−26). MerR-family metalloregulators make up a
distinct family of these metalloregulators; they allow cells to
sense and defend against many metal ions such as Hg2+, Cu+,
and Zn2+, with high selectivity and sensitivity. MerR, the
archetype of the family, responds to Hg2+ and regulates the
mercury resistance genes.11,13,14,25,27−29
How MerR-family metalloregulators activate transcription in
response to metal ions has been well studied; they operate via a
DNA distortion mechanism (Figure 1).14,27,28,30,31 These

alternative, and more eﬃcient, pathways for deactivating
transcription?
Using smFRET measurements, we have discovered novel
pathways for transcription deactivation by MerR-family metalloregulators.35 We focused on CueR, which regulates the
transcriptions of CopA, a membrane transporter that pumps
Cu+ out of the cytoplasm, and CueO, a periplasmic multicopper
oxidase that is also involved in maintaining copper homeostasis.36−39 In our experiment (Figure 2A), we immobilized on

Figure 1. DNA distortion mechanism for transcription activation by
MerR-family metalloregulators. The orange-colored base pairs denote
the dyad symmetric sequence that the metalloregulator recognizes.
The green shades denote the −10 and −35 elements of the promoter.
The mechanism for transcription deactivation is unclear (red arrow).

Figure 2. (A) Experimental scheme of surface immobilization of DNA.
CueR is supplied in a continuously ﬂowing solution. When CueR
binds to DNA, FRET occurs from the donor Cy3 (green sphere) to
the acceptor Cy5 (red sphere). (B) Single-molecule EFRET trajectory of
an immobilized Cy3-DNA interacting with holo-CueRCy5‑C129 (2 nM),
where Cy5-C129 designates the labeling position on one monomer. τ0,
τ1, and τ2 are the microscopic dwell times on the E0, E1, and E2 states,
respectively. The cartoons on the right show CueRCy5‑C129 in two
binding orientations. (C) Histogram of EFRET trajectories as in panel B
of holo-CueRCy5‑C129−DNA interactions, showing the three EFRET
states.

homodimeric regulators recognize speciﬁc dyad symmetric
DNA sequences within a promoter, and both their apo and
holo forms bind DNA tightly. In the absence of metal, the
metalloregulator bends the DNA; in this conﬁguration, RNA
polymerase (RNAp) cannot interact with both −10 and −35
sequences properly, and transcription is repressed. Upon
binding metal, the metalloregulator changes its conformation
and further unwinds the DNA slightly to allow proper RNAp
interactions with the −10 and −35 sequences; transcription is
then activated.
Until recently, little had been known about the mechanism
by which MerR-family metalloregulators deactivate transcription (Figure 1). It is important, however, to deactivate
transcription promptly, as it wastes energy for the cell to
continue expressing metal resistance genes after metal stress is
relieved. Dissociation of metal to convert a holo-metalloregulator to its apo form would be the simplest way to
achieve deactivation but is unlikely, as the metal is bound
tightly (often by cysteine ligands) and metal−cysteine bond
dissociation is slow.32 For example, CueR, the Cu+-responsive
MerR-family metalloregulator in Escherichia coli, has a Cu+
binding aﬃnity of ∼10−21 M.33 Although thiol ligand exchange
can possibly facilitate the removal of Cu+ from the binding site
as observed for copper chaperones,34 no evidence exists that
CueR can undergo similarly facile ligand exchange reactions.
Then, to deactivate transcription, a holo-metalloregulator has to
be either replaced somehow by its apoprotein or removed
completely, which results in a vacant promoter that is also a
weakly repressed state. Here, a simple scenario would be for the
holoprotein to unbind from DNA, followed by the binding of
an apoprotein, which will not only repress transcription but also
prevent the rebinding of the holoprotein, but are there any

a surface an oligomeric DNA (25 or 121 bp), which encoded
the copA promoter sequence and was labeled at one end with a
FRET donor Cy3 whose ﬂuorescence was directly excited by a
laser. We then allowed the protein molecule, which was labeled
with a single FRET acceptor Cy5, to ﬂow into the system.
When protein binds to the DNA, FRET occurs from the donor
to the acceptor, and the corresponding changes in the FRET
eﬃciency [EFRET ≈ IA/(IA + ID), where ID and IA are the donor
and acceptor ﬂuorescence intensities, respectively] report the
protein−DNA interactions. As CueR is a homodimer, labeling
it with a single FRET acceptor breaks its symmetry.
Consequently, its two orientations for binding onto DNA are
diﬀerentiated. The EFRET versus time trajectory from a single
immobilized DNA interacting with proteins in solution shows
transitions among three diﬀerent EFRET states: the E0 state
corresponds to the free DNA, and E1 and E2 correspond to the
two diﬀerent binding orientations of labeled CueR on DNA
(Figure 2B,C).
Kinetic Mechanism of CueR−DNA Interactions and Its
Functional Implications. Figure 3 gives the kinetic
mechanism and the associated rate constants of apo- and
holo-CueR interacting with a speciﬁc DNA that contains the
dyad symmetric sequence recognized by CueR. The protein
(P) binds to DNA (D) reversibly (k1 and k−1 processes) to
form a complex (I) in which CueR recognizes the speciﬁc
sequence and distorts the DNA structure. The reversible
binding processes are manifested experimentally by the
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Figure 3. Kinetic mechanism of interactions of CueR with a speciﬁc DNA, which includes the protein (P), DNA (D), two protein−DNA complexes
that diﬀer in protein binding modes (I and I′), and the rate constants for the kinetic processes. [P] denotes the protein concentration. Between k2a
and k2b, direct substitution process k2a is dominant for holo-CueR−DNA interactions, whereas assisted dissociation process k2b is dominant for apoCueR−DNA interactions. The kinetic parameters are listed in the table. The rate constants for CueR (holo) binding and unbinding with nonspeciﬁc
DNA are as follows: k1 = 0.016 ± 0.001 nM−1 s−1, and k−1 = 5.9 ± 0.1 s−1. Other kinetic processes do not occur to nonspeciﬁc DNA.35

reversible transitions between E0 and E1 states and those
between E0 and E2 states in the EFRET trajectories (Figure 2B).
The structural distortion of DNA in the CueR−DNA complex
was well-known from the structural studies of other MerRfamily regulators in complex with DNA.14,27,30,31
Interestingly, we observed that both apo- and holo-CueR
could spontaneously ﬂip their binding orientations on DNA
without completely detaching from DNA [k4 (Figure 3)]. This
spontaneous ﬂip is experimentally manifested by the direct E1
↔ E2 transitions that can be observed down to protein
concentrations as low as 0.5 nM (e.g., at ∼130 s in Figure 2B).
Furthermore, this ﬂipping occurs only when CueR binds to the
speciﬁc DNA sequence, where CueR distorts DNA structure
(complex I in Figure 3), as it is not observed in interactions of
CueR with a nonspeciﬁc DNA.35 Similar ﬂipping behaviors
were also observed for HIV reverse transcriptase on DNA−
RNA duplexes.40 This spontaneous ﬂipping indicates that CueR
is highly dynamic when bound at its recognition site on DNA.
Being dynamic, especially for holo-CueR, may facilitate
transcription initiation, which involves large structural
rearrangements of associated proteins and DNA.28
We further discovered that for both apo- and holo-CueR,
within each protein-binding orientation on DNA, there was
another binding mode besides the one at which CueR
recognized the targeting sequence and distorted the DNA
structure; i.e., CueR has two diﬀerent binding modes on DNA
(I and I′ in Figure 3). These two diﬀerent binding modes are
experimentally manifested in the distribution of τ2 (and the
equivalent τ1), the microscopic dwell time on the proteinbound E2 state (Figure 2B). The distribution of τ2 follows a
double-exponential decay (Figure 4A). Furthermore, the two
diﬀerent modes of binding of CueR on DNA are present only
when CueR recognizes the speciﬁc DNA sequence, because,
when CueR interacts with a nonspeciﬁc DNA, the distribution
of the dwell time on the protein-bound state follows a singleexponential decay.35 We attributed the second CueR binding
mode to a CueR−DNA complex in which the CueR binds
DNA in a way as if the DNA is nonspeciﬁc; this attribution is
reasonable because CueR does bind nonspeciﬁc DNA and the

Figure 4. Two diﬀerent modes of binding of CueR on speciﬁc DNA.
(A) Double-exponential distributions of τ2 for interactions of holoand apo-CueRCy5‑C129 with speciﬁc DNA, both at 2 nM protein. (B)
Schematic of CueR sliding on a chromosome via nonspeciﬁc
interactions to help search for the recognition site at which speciﬁc
interactions apply.

binding mode here must be diﬀerent from that of the speciﬁc
DNA binding mode. No structural information is yet available
about CueR, or any MerR-family regulators, in complex with a
nonspeciﬁc DNA. For the purposes of illustration, we drew the
cartoon of this complex having the DNA structure undistorted
(I′ in Figure 3). The two diﬀerent binding modes, in which
CueR interacts with DNA speciﬁcally or nonspeciﬁcally, are
beneﬁcial for CueR in its searching for the recognition
sequence in the large bacterial chromosome (∼4.6 million bp
for E. coli41); being able to interact with DNA nonspeciﬁcally
would help CueR slide along the chromosome, and upon
locating the recognition sequence, the CueR−DNA complex
can interconvert to the speciﬁc binding mode, thereby
distorting the DNA structure to regulate transcription (Figure
4B). This sliding along DNA via nonspeciﬁc interactions has
long been recognized as being advantageous for reducing the
dimensionality of site search for DNA-binding proteins42 and
has been directly visualized via single-molecule tracking, for
example, for an adenovirus proteinase.43
Most strikingly, we discovered that CueR could undergo two
novel processes at the speciﬁc DNA site, both of which
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Figure 5. Direct substitution and assisted dissociation pathways of CueR−DNA interactions. (A) CueR concentration dependence of ⟨τ2⟩ for
CueRCy5‑C129−DNA interactions. (B) Dependence of N2→1/N2→0 on holo-CueRCy5‑C129 and apo-CueRCy5‑C129 concentrations. N2→1/N2→0 is the ratio
of observed numbers of E2 → E1 to E2 → E1 transitions in EFRET trajectories such as those in Figure 2B. (C) Single-molecule EFRET trajectory of an
immobilized Cy3-DNA interacting with a mixture of apo-CueRCy5‑C129 and holo-CueRCy5‑E96C at 5 nM each. The blue arrows denote the transitions
from the holoprotein-bound states to the apoprotein-bound states, and the black arrows denote the reverse transitions; these transitions report the
direct substitution of a DNA-bound holoprotein by an apoprotein or the reverse. (D) Schematic of the proposed mechanism involving a ternary
CueR2−DNA complex as a common intermediate (or transition state) for the direct substitution and assisted dissociation to a CueR that is bound at
the speciﬁc DNA site. Note here CueR is a homodimer. (E) Structural dynamics of an engineered Holliday junction (HJ) between its two
conformers, conf-I and conf-II, with FRET donor (green) and acceptor (red) labels. The stripes on two arms indicate the encoded dyad symmetric
sequence recognized by CueR. (F) CueR concentration dependences of ⟨τII⟩−1, where τII is the single-molecule dwell time on conf-II in EFRET
trajectories of HJ structural dynamics. Reprinted with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

either direct protein substitution or assisted protein dissociation.
Similarly, Marko et al. have observed that some sequenceneutral DNA-binding proteins can readily exchange with
themselves or with each other on DNA;44 we hypothesize
that the direct substitution or the assisted dissociation pathway
could be the underlying mechanism for these facile protein
exchanges on DNA. Besides being novel mechanistic pathways
for protein−DNA interactions, these two pathways are also
functionally signiﬁcant for MerR-family metalloregulators, as
will be discussed later.
Protein 2 −DNA Ternary Complex as a Possible
Intermediate (or transition state) for Direct Substitution
and Assisted Dissociation Pathways. The direct substitution and assisted dissociation processes that occur to a
CueR molecule bound at the speciﬁc DNA site pose an
immediate question: how do they occur at the molecular level?
Here we propose a mechanism that involves a protein2−DNA
ternary complex as a common intermediate (or transition
statea) for both pathways [here each protein is a functional
dimer of CueR (Figure 5D)]. Start with a CueR−DNA
complex, in which each of the two DNA-binding domains of
the homodimeric CueR attaches to one-half of the dyad
symmetric sequence. Under thermal ﬂuctuation, one of the
DNA-binding domains could detach momentarily, allowing
another CueR molecule to bind to one-half of the dyad with
one of its DNA-binding domains and leading to a CueR2−DNA
ternary complex (note CueR is a homodimer dimer). Because
of the low stability of the ternary complex, it could proceed in
either of the two pathways. In one, the incumbent CueR falls
oﬀ DNA, resulting in a direct substitution (the incoming one
could fall oﬀ too, leading to no observable change). In the
other, both proteins fall oﬀ, resulting in an assisted dissociation.

interrupt an existing CueR−DNA complex. In one, a direct
substitution process, which is dominant for holo-CueR−DNA
interactions, a protein coming from the surrounding solution
directly replaces the incumbent protein on DNA [k2a (Figure
3)]; in the other, an assisted dissociation process, which is
dominant for apo-CueR−DNA interactions, a protein from
solution helps carry away the incumbent one on DNA [k2b
(Figure 3)]. Both of these processes lead to a shortening of the
average single-molecule dwell time (e.g., ⟨τ2⟩) of each proteinbinding orientation when the holo- or apoprotein concentration increases (Figure 5A). (Note that overall, the protein
still spends more time on DNA at higher protein concentrations because of the higher binding rates.)
However, clear diﬀerences between holo- and apo-CueR
behaviors diﬀerentiate these two processes. For holo-CueR, at
higher protein concentrations, more frequent transitions are
observed between the two protein-binding orientations (Figure
5B), because direct substitution has a 50% probability that the
replacing protein ends up in a binding orientation opposite
from the incumbent one. In contrast, for apo-CueR, at higher
protein concentrations, more frequent transitions are observed
from a bound state to the free DNA state because of the
assisted dissociation process (Figure 5B). Using two diﬀerently
labeled CueR variants, each prepared in the apo or holo form,
we further observed the direct substitution processes on a
speciﬁc DNA between apo- and holo-CueR, reﬂected by the
direct transitions from the bound states of one variant to those
of the other (Figure 5C). Moreover, both k2a and k2b, the rate
constants for direct substitution and assisted dissociation,
respectively, are signiﬁcantly larger than k1, the protein binding
rate constant; these larger rate constants indicate that the
presence of a CueR on DNA facilitates the process of another
CueR molecule ﬁnding the recognition sequence, leading to
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A CueR2−DNA ternary complex was indeed observed in our
previous study,45 where we used an engineered DNA Holliday
junction (HJ) to probe CueR−DNA interactions. A DNA HJ is
a four-way junction of DNA. In the presence of Na+ and Mg2+,
it folds into two X-shaped stacked conformers [conf-I and confII (Figure 5E)], where each conformer could be viewed
approximately as two B-form helices forming a cross
structurally.46,47 The two conformers interconvert dynamically
at room temperature (Figure 5E), and the structural dynamics
of a single HJ molecule can be followed in real time by
smFRET measurement where two of the HJ’s four arms are
labeled with a FRET pair.45,48−50 We engineered a HJ and
encoded in its arms the dyad symmetric sequence recognized
by CueR (Figure 5E). Because the part of HJ that contains the
encoded sequence has distinct spatial orientations in the two
conformers, CueR binds to the two conformers diﬀerentially
and causes changes in the interconversion kinetics between the
two conformers. These changes can be readily measured by
smFRET and thus report the associated protein−DNA
interactions.45,49 We found that both apo- and holo-CueR
interacted with conf-II in a two-step manner; they initially bind
to conf-II to form a binary complex that can facilitate its
structural transition to conf-I, and this binary complex can then
bind a second protein molecule to form a ternary complex that
stabilizes conf-II. The two-step interactions of CueR with confII are manifested by the biphasic protein concentration
dependence of ⟨τII⟩−1, the time-averaged single-molecule rate
of the conf-II → conf-I transition (Figure 5F); with an
increasing CueR concentration, ⟨τII⟩−1 initially increases,
reﬂecting the formation of the binary complex that aids in
the structural transition to conf-I, and then it decays at higher
protein concentrations after reaching a maximum, reﬂecting the
subsequent formation of the ternary complex.
The observation of a ternary complex here likely results from
that in the HJ conf-II; the spatial orientation of the two halves
of the dyad symmetric sequence is signiﬁcantly distorted from
that in a double-stranded DNA helix (Figure 5E), allowing two
CueR molecules to bind, each of which accesses one-half of the
dyad sequence. In contrast, in a normal double-stranded DNA
helix, its structural distortion upon CueR binding is
small;14,27,30,31 the small magnitude of this structural distortion
likely renders the ternary complex unstable and merely a shortlived intermediate (or transition state), which nevertheless
could provide a possible molecular mechanism for the direct
substitution and assisted dissociation pathways observed
experimentally.
Eﬃcient Pathways for Transcription Deactivation and
Their Broader Relevance. Besides being novel pathways in
protein−DNA interactions, the direct substitution and assisted
dissociation could both be functionally signiﬁcant for
deactivating transcription in CueR’s regulatory function. For
transcription deactivation, the holo-CueR-bound promoter
needs to return to the apo-CueR-bound state or the free
DNA form (Figure 1). The direct substitution of a holoprotein
by an apoprotein can reach the apo-bound state in a single step:
its kinetics depends on the intracellular concentration of CueR.
Depending on growth conditions, an E. coli cell has
approximately 60−400 copies of monomeric CueR,51 corresponding to ≈30−220 nM P with a cell volume of ∼1.5 fL33
(where P is the functional homodimer). Using rate constant k2a
(Figure 3), the direct substitution takes approximately 0.03−0.2
s to reach the apoprotein-bound, transcription-repressed state
(Figure 6, step iii). On the other hand, the assisted dissociation

Figure 6. Pathways for transcription deactivation by CueR. The time
scales are denoted for relevant kinetic steps, including (i) unbinding,
(ii) binding, (iii) direct substitution, and (iv) assisted dissociation. PApo
represents apo-CueR and PHolo holo-CueR.

takes approximately 0.08−0.6 s to reach the free DNA form
(Figure 6, step iv), using rate constant k2b. Compared with the
generic pathway of protein unbinding and binding (Figure 6,
steps i and ii, total of approximately 1.7−5.9 s) or that of just
unbinding (step i, ∼0.9 s), direct substitution and assisted
dissociation are both tens of times faster. Therefore, both the
direct substitution of holo-CueR by apo-CueR and the assisted
dissociation of holo-CueR at the promoter site could be the
more eﬃcient pathways for transcription deactivation.
One expects that cellular conditions are possibly not the
same as in our experiments, and kinetic constants may thus
diﬀer. The percentage of cellular CueR being holo or apo is not
known under diﬀerent copper exposures and growth
conditions. The turnover rates of apo- and holo-CueR in cells
could also provide another layer of control in aﬀecting the
kinetics of interaction of CueR with DNA. With these
complications, the two novel pathways we discovered here do
not prove that they must operate in vivo, but they can occur,
making them possible mechanistic pathways for transcription
deactivation.
Moreover, past studies have shown that for the archetype
Hg2+-responsive metalloregulator MerR, a protein called MerD
might mediate the unbinding of holo-MerR from DNA for
transcription deactivation,25 a scenario analogous to assisted
dissociation. No evidence has yet been found, however, for a
MerD homologue of CueR or other MerR-family metalloregulators. As all known MerR-family metalloregulators share
the DNA distortion mechanism for transcription activation,14,27,30 it is thus reasonable to think that most of them
share a common mechanism for transcription deactivation.
Therefore, the direct substitution and assisted dissociation
pathways, if operating, might be common mechanisms for
MerR-family metalloregulators to deactivate transcription
eﬃciently after transcription activation.

■

METALLOCHAPERONES: VERSATILE PATHWAYS
FOR COPPER TRAFFICKING
Metallochaperones are transport proteins that deliver metal
ions to their destinations or intermediate locations inside cells
while protecting the metals from adventitious binding sites or
harmful reactions.52−56 In human cells, copper chaperone Hah1
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each MBD,61,66 and the transfer is mediated by weak and
dynamic protein interactions and involves metal bridging of the
CXXC motifs of the two proteins.52,57,59,67−70
Both intermolecular Hah1−MBD interactions and intramolecular MBD−MBD interactions are vital to the transport of
copper from Hah1 to WDP/MNK. The multiplicity of the
WDP/MNK MBDs also seems important because the number
of MBDs, which varies between one and six in homologous
proteins,71,72 tends to be larger for higher organisms (for
example, yeast homologue Ccc2 has merely two MBDs73).
Characterizing and understanding these interactions are thus an
important tasks but are challenging. Surface plasmon resonance
has been used to study the kinetics of these interactions,74,75
but the nonspeciﬁc protein−surface interactions therein may
perturb the kinetics. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR),66,76−83 X-ray crystallography,67,84−86 protein docking,68 and molecular dynamic simulations70,87−89 have provided
detailed structural information about the interaction interfaces,
but they only provided estimates of the interaction thermodynamics and kinetics.
To complement these studies while overcoming some of
their limitations, we have used smFRET in combination with
lipid vesicle trapping90−93 to quantify weak and dynamic
interactions between Hah1 and WDP MBDs.93−96 In this
approach, we label the two interacting partners with a FRET
donor−acceptor pair and cotrap them within a surfaceimmobilized ∼100 nm diameter unilamellar lipid vesicle. The
FRET pair allows us to detect protein interactions at the singlemolecule level, similar to the studies of metalloregulator−DNA

(also named Atox1) delivers Cu+, an essential but potentially
harmful metal ion, to two homologous PIB-type ATPases: the
Wilson’s disease protein (WDP) and Menkes disease protein
(MNK), which use ATP hydrolysis to further drive translocation of Cu+ through the membrane for either subsequent
incorporation into copper enzymes or export.52,57−59
Both WDP and MNK have six N-terminal metal-binding
domains (MBDs), connected by ﬂexible peptides of various
lengths (Figure 7). All these MBDs, as well as Hah1, are

Figure 7. Schematic of traﬃcking of Cu+ from Hah1 to the six MBDs
of WDP (or MNK) anchored on a membrane.

homologous, each with a βαββαβ protein fold and a CXXC
motif that binds Cu+ with an aﬃnity of ∼1018 M−1.60−65 Under
a shallow thermodynamic gradient, Hah1 can transfer Cu+ to

Figure 8. (A, C, E, and G) Protein labeling schemes for probing pairwise interactions. The lipid vesicles were immobilized on a surface for smFRET
measurements. For the nomenclature, for example, in MBD34L4, the L4 superscript denotes that the label is on MBD4 within MBD34. (B, D, F, and
H) Single-molecule EFRET trajectories corresponding to the labeling schemes in panels A, C, E, and G, respectively. (I−M) Compiled EFRET
distributions for Cy5-Hah1 with Cy3-MBD4SD, Cy5-Hah1 with Cy3-MBD34L4, Cy5-Hah1 with Cy3-MBD34L3, Cy3Cy5-MBD34L34, and Cy3Cy5MBD34L34 with excess Hah1, respectively. The histograms are Gaussian-resolved; the relative peak areas in each histogram reﬂect the relative
stabilities of corresponding states. Reprinted with permission from refs 94 and 96. Copyright 2008 and 2012, respectively, American Chemical
Society.
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though earlier SPR studies did observe apoprotein interactions.74,75 Our smFRET results represented the ﬁrst evidence
that multiple complexes exist for metallochaperone−target
protein interactions regardless of the protein metalation state
and further corroborated that Hah1 can form complexes with
WDP without Cu+. Moreover, more recent NMR studies by
Fatemi et al. of the interactions between Hah1 and WDP
MBD4−6 resolved interactions at their apo states,83 consistent
with our results.
We proposed two structural models for the two observed
interaction complexes between Hah1 and WDP MBDs on the
basis of our smFRET results and past structural studies of these
proteins and other homologues, all of which have the βαββαβ
fold and contain the CXXC motif. The two α-helices are on
one side of the protein (i.e., the “face” side), and the four βstrands form a β-sheet on the other side (i.e., the “back” side).
We proposed a face-to-face interaction geometry that gave rise
to the EMid state observed in our smFRET measurements and a
face-to-back geometry for the EHigh state (Figure 9A,B). The

interactions discussed earlier. Lipid vesicle trapping gives a
conﬁned volume, resulting in an approximately micromolar
eﬀective protein concentration for a single molecule inside,
which is needed for studying weak interactions (micromolar
KD). Vesicle trapping also eliminates nonspeciﬁc interactions of
protein with glass surfaces while being immobilized and allows
us to selectively remove homodimeric interactions between two
proteins of the same type during data analysis; these
homodimeric interactions inevitably convolute ensembleaveraged measurements and are particularly relevant in studies
of Hah1−WDP interactions, as Hah1 (and likely WDP MBDs)
can form homodimers in solution.53,67
By placing the FRET pair on Hah1, MBD3, and/or MBD4
site-speciﬁcally, we systematically studied interactions between
Hah1 and the isolated WDP MBD4 (denoted MBD4SD; SD,
single domain), between Hah1 and each of the two domains of
the double-domain WDP construct MBD34, and between the
two MBDs of MBD34 (Figure 8A,C,E,G).93−96 The labeling
positions in Hah1 and each WDP MBD were all at their Ctermini of these homologous protein domains. The interactions
between Hah1 and MBD4SD provided the foundation for
understanding Hah1−WDP interactions, which involve many
MBDs. The double-domain construct MBD34 represented the
simplest multidomain system, which allowed us to gain insights
into the multidomain eﬀect on Hah1−WDP interactions.
Persistent Dynamic Interactions with Two Major
Interconverting Complexes Regardless of Metalation
State. For all Hah1−MBD and MBD−MBD interactions, we
have consistently observed two major interaction complexes
that interconvert dynamically, regardless of the protein
metalation states. This is best illustrated by Hah1−MBD4SD
interactions: the single-molecule EFRET trajectory shows
dynamic transitions between the dissociated state (EDisso) and
two major complexes (EMid and EHigh) (Figure 8B). For
interactions of Hah1 with MBD3 or MBD4 within the doubledomain construct MBD34, the two higher-EFRET states, EMid
and EHigh, are preserved (Figure 8D,F); they are also present in
MBD3−MBD4 interactions (Figure 8H) (note we use the
terms MBD3 and MBD4 to refer to the respective MBDs
within the double-domain MBD34 construct). The lowestEFRET state (i.e., ELow) in the EFRET trajectories of Hah1−MBD3
or Hah1−MBD4 interactions contains the dissociated state
(EDisso) and the state (ELow′) in which Hah1 interacts with the
respective unlabeled MBD of MBD34; these two states overlap
signiﬁcantly but can be resolved in global ﬁtting of the EFRET
histograms (Figure 8I−M). ELow′ is approximated by the
lowest-EFRET state in MBD3−MBD4 interactions (Figure
8H,L), where MBD3 and MBD4 are separated with their
peptide linker in an extended conformation.
The conservation of the two major interaction geometries
among Hah1−MBD and MBD−MBD interactions is reﬂected
by the similarity of the EFRET values of EMid and EHigh (Figure
8I−L). This conservation can be attributed to the homology in
sequence and structure across Hah1 and WDP MBDs. One
should note that the geometric information from FRET
measurements here is limited to the one-dimensional
coordinate between the FRET donor and acceptor; threedimensional geometric information needs multiple labeling
schemes that cover multiple directions, which we are currently
pursuing.
It is worth noting that earlier NMR studies of interactions
between Hah1 and various WDP/MNK constructs did not
detect interaction complexes at their apo states,66,76−82 even

Figure 9. Structural models (top) of face-to-face (A) and face-to-back
(B) Hah1−MBD4 interaction complexes with corresponding cartoon
representations (bottom). In the cartoons, the face side of a protein is
represented by a helix and the back side by an arrow. The FRET label
positions are also indicated. Reprinted with permission from ref 96.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

face-to-face geometry has been observed by NMR between
Hah1 and MNK1, the ﬁrst N-terminal MBD of MNK,82 and in
homodimeric complexes of Hah1.67 The CXXC motifs of the
two proteins face each other in this geometry, where Cu+ can
coordinate to cysteines from both proteins, thus oﬀering a facile
pathway for copper transfer via ligand exchange.52,57,59,67−69
The face-to-back geometry was based on the crystal structure of
an asymmetric dimer of the MBD of Hma7, a Cu+-transporting
ATPase in Arabidopsis thaliana; this MBD is homologous to
Hah1 and WDP/MNK MBDs.85 The FRET donor−acceptor
distances in the face-to-face models are longer than those in the
face-to-back models, consistent with EMid < EHigh. The validity
of these two models was further supported by detailed interface
thermodynamic analysis and molecular dynamics simulations.96
Interactions of Hah1 with MBD3 and MBD4 within MBD34
have similar stabilities, reﬂected by their similar peak areas of
the associated states (EMid and EHigh) relative to the area of the
dissociated state (EDisso) in the EFRET histograms (panel J vs
panel K of Figure 8), but the Hah1−MBD4 interactions are
signiﬁcantly more stable than the Hah1−MBD4SD interactions
whose peak areas of the EMid and EHigh states are much smaller
relative to that of the dissociated state (Figure 8I). This
enhanced stability in Hah1’s interactions with MBD4 within the
double-domain construct MBD34 is related to an increase in
the rate of protein association, not a decrease in the rate of
protein dissociation, because the interaction complexes have
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making possible three-body interactions among Hah1, MBD3,
and MBD4. We thus made models for three-body interactions
using combinations of face-to-face and face-to-back interactions. Figure 11 illustrates two possible three-body

similar lifetimes regardless of whether Hah1 is interacting with
MBD4 in MBD34 or with MBD4SD.96
In the presence of 1 equiv of Cu+ (i.e., one protein is in the
apo state and the other the holo state), the face-to-face
interaction geometry is stabilized signiﬁcantly for Hah1−
MBD4SD interactions, reﬂected by the increased peak area of
the EMid state relative to that of the EDisso state in EFRET
histograms (panel B vs panel A of Figure 10). This stabilization

Figure 11. Structural models of three-body interactions in which Hah1
is sandwiched between MBD3 and MBD4 (A) and Hah1 is interacting
with an MBD34 intramolecular−interdomain adduct (B). Reprinted
with permission from ref 96. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society.

interactions. In one, Hah1 is sandwiched between MBD3 and
MBD4, and in the other, Hah1 interacts with an intramolecular
MBD3−MBD4 complex. We should emphasize that the
interaction geometries here are only models that are supported
by data and deduced from known structures of protein
complexes. Within either EMid or EHigh states, additional
subpopulations could exist that are unresolved in our
measurements. The dynamic peptide linker between MBD4
and MBD3 may also play a role in formation of the complex.89
Versatile Pathways for Receiving, Redistributing, and
Exporting Copper Ions via Multibody Protein Interactions. The ways that Hah1 and the double-domain construct
MBD34 can interact suggest versatile pathways for the
traﬃcking of copper from Hah1 to WDP (or MNK) inside
cells. This versatility is better illustrated by an analogy to the
modern cargo transportation industry. In this analogy, Hah1 is
a delivery truck with Cu+ as its cargo. The N-terminal region of
WDP, with multiple MBDs, is a warehouse distribution center,
and the MBDs are the loading docks. The distribution center
must operate with both eﬃciency and versatility to receive,
reroute, and export shipments from many trucks.
The versatility of operation of the WDP distribution center is
accomplished by providing multiple MBD docking sites for the
Hah1 truck to deliver its cargo. The truck can park frontward or
backward at the dock [i.e., with two major Hah1−MBD
interaction geometries (Figure 12A)]. Even better, the truck
can interconvert between its docking geometries dynamically,
thus allowing either of the two interfaces to be exposed for
interaction with an additional MBD. The three-body
interactions in which Hah1 is sandwiched between MBDs
allow for the rerouting of the delivery truck; i.e., a Hah1
molecule can be handed over directly from one MBD to
another (Figure 12D). This rerouting of Hah1 would especially
be useful when the initially targeted MBD is already loaded
with Cu+. WDP’s intramolecular MBD−MBD interactions
provide a method of internal redistribution of the Cu+ cargo,
either to vacate space for the next Hah1 delivery or to transport
Cu+ downstream. This redistribution also occurs in a versatile
manner, as two major binding geometries were observed
between MBD3 and MBD4 (Figure 12B). This internal cargo
redistribution among MBDs can be directly coupled to the
cargo delivery or export, through interactions of Hah1 with the

Figure 10. Compiled EFRET distributions for Cy5-Hah1 with Cy3MBD4SD (A−C) and Cy5-Hah1 with Cy3-MBD34L4 (D−F) in the
absence and presence of 1 equiv and excess Cu+ per protein pair.
Reprinted with permission from ref 96. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society. Also reproduced with permission from ref 95.
Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

of the face-to-face geometry at the apo−holo interaction state
can be attributed to possible Cu+ bridging via the CXXC motifs
at the protein interaction interface (Figure 9A). Consistently,
this stabilization vanishes when both proteins are metalated in
the presence of excess Cu+ (panel C vs panel A of Figure 10).
In contrast, this Cu+ bridging-induced stabilization of the apo−
holo interactions in the face-to-face geometry is insigniﬁcant for
interactions of Hah1 with MBD4 in the double-domain
construct MBD34, as no stabilization of the EMid state was
observed in the presence of 1 equiv of Cu+ (panel E vs panel D
of Figure 10). Moreover, under excess Cu+, the Hah1−MBD4
interactions in both geometries are destabilized relative to those
in the absence of Cu+ (panel F vs panel D of Figure 10),
possibly because of a disruption of concerted interactions
within the double-domain MBD34, as this destabilization was
not observed in Hah1−MBD4SD interactions (panel C vs panel
A of Figure 10).
Three-Body Interactions. Quantitative population analysis
of diﬀerent interaction states in diﬀerent labeling schemes for
Hah1−MBD34 interactions also suggested the presence of
three-body interactions among Hah1, MBD4, and MBD3. First,
an overlap population was observed between Hah1−MBD4
complexes and Hah1−MBD3 complexes, attributed to Hah1
interacting with MBD4 and MBD3 simultaneously. Second,
Hah1 can interact with the intramolecular−interdomain
MBD3−MBD4 complexes, reﬂected in part by the population
changes in EMid and EHigh states in the Cy3Cy5-MBD34L34
labeling scheme when an excess of Hah1 was introduced (panel
M vs panel L of Figure 8).
In our two proposed interaction geometries, the face and
back interfaces are spatially distinct (i.e., nonoverlapping),
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three-body interactions in which Hah1 is sandwiched between
MBDs (Figure 12D) could induce large-scale conformational
changes in the cytoplasmic tail of WDP and hence may play a
role in this regulatory switching mechanism.
Although our study was limited to Hah1−WDP interactions
for Cu+ traﬃcking, we suspect that their versatile metal
traﬃcking mechanism may also operate in other PIB-ATPases:
many of these ATPases contain multiple MBDs and could have
associated metallochaperones, which regulate other metals such
as Cd2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, and Ag+.72,106

■

RELATED SINGLE-MOLECULE BIOINORGANIC
WORK
In the past few years, more single-molecule studies of
bioinorganic systems have emerged. A few earlier ones were
reviewed by us in 2008.107 Below we brieﬂy summarize these
studies according to the techniques employed and refer to
relevant reviews for in-depth reviews on these topics. These
single-molecule studies provide a context for the singlemolecule ﬂuorescence studies our group has pursued. The
strengths and limitations of the techniques are also discussed.
Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy Studies.
Several groups have used the single-molecule ﬂuorescence
quenching strategy to study metalloproteins; this strategy is a
variant of FRET in which the acceptor, here a metal-based
active site in protein, is a strong chromophore at a certain
oxidation state but nonﬂuorescent and acts as a quencher to an
introduced ﬂuorescent label that acts as the donor. Erker,
Basché, and co-workers used this strategy to study oxygen
binding by binuclear copper protein hemocyanin.108,109 Aartsman, Canters, Schmidt, and co-workers used this strategy to
probe the redox states of blue copper protein azurin.110,111
Takahashi and co-workers used it to study the folding dynamics
of cytochrome c.112 Herten and co-workers used it to monitor
the formation and dissociation of metal complexes.113 Canters,
Moerner, and co-workers used it to study the enzymatic
reactions by the copper enzyme nitrite reductase.114,115 Spies
and co-workers used it to study the interactions of an iron−
sulfur cluster-containing helicase with DNA.116
Moreover, Ha, Lu, and co-workers have used smFRET to
study the metal ion-dependent folding of DNAzymes. Rigler
and co-workers developed the ﬂuorogenic reaction approach to
study catalysis by the heme-enzyme horseradish peroxidase,117,118 in which the ﬂuorescence signal of a reaction
product was detected at the single-molecule level to monitor
catalytic reactions. The intrinsic ﬂuorescence of Mg2+containing chlorophyll has also been utilized widely to study
light-harvesting complexes at the single-molecule level and has
been reviewed elsewhere.119−126
Single-molecule ﬂuorescence imaging, including singlemolecule FRET and ﬂuorescence quenching discussed here, is
broadly applicable for studying protein function and dynamics.
The use of external ﬂuorescent probes is general. Site-speciﬁc
labeling of proteins is readily achievable with many accessible
labeling schemes, including site-directed mutagenesis, GFP
fusion, and unnatural amino acids.127,128 Many ﬂuorescent
probes suitable for singe-molecule detections are also available
covering a wide spectral range.128 The single-molecule
ﬂuorescence quenching strategy has particular potential for
studying metalloproteins; in principle, any metalloprotein that
shows intense absorption properties can be targeted using this
approach. Moreover, transition metal-based chemistry often
involves species that have intense ligand-to-metal charge

Figure 12. Versatile pathways for the traﬃcking of copper from Hah1
to WDP MBDs illustrated by the major features of Hah1−MBD34
interaction dynamics. (A and B) Intermolecular and intramolecular
Hah1−MBD4, Hah1−MBD3, and MBD3−MBD4 interactions can
occur in two major geometries, providing versatile docking with
interconversion for Cu+ transfer. (C) Hah1 can interact with
intramolecular−interdomain MBD34 complexes linking MBD−MBD
and Hah1−MBD interactions. (D) The three-body interaction in
which Hah1 is sandwiched provides a mechanism for rerouting Hah1
between MBDs. Reprinted with permission from ref 96. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.

intramolecular MBD−MBD complexes (Figure 12C). All of the
interactions described above occur on a time scale of ∼1 s,96
including the protein associations at approximately micromolar
concentrations (note the intracellular concentration of the yeast
Hah1 homologue Atx1 is also approximately micromolar97).
Therefore, all these processes should occur comparably inside
cells for function.
The ways that Hah1 and MBD34 interact also shed light on
the possible regulatory function of the MBDs, in which Hah1−
MBD or MBD−MBD interactions modulate the ATPase
activity associated with Cu+ translocation71,98−101 or the
kinase-mediated phosphorylation associated with the relocalization of WDP/MNK for Cu+ eﬄux.71,98−101 It has been
proposed that large-scale conformational changes within the
N-terminal tail of WDP/MNK can act as a regulatory
switch:80,89,102−105 these changes would disrupt interactions
of the MBD with the catalytic core aﬀecting Cu+ translocation
or expose/hide phosphorylation sites in the linker regions. The
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the single-molecule level. Studying how these metalloproteins
operate in vivo is important, as a cell presents a much more
complicated environment than a test tube, such as compartmentation, localization, crowdedness, and nonspeciﬁc interactions, which in vitro experimental conditions may not capture.
The mechanism of a metal homeostatic protein, or any protein,
can be signiﬁcantly aﬀected by its cellular spatiotemporal state,
i.e., where it is in the cell and when. To obtain such
information, one needs to interrogate protein functions in a
living cell in a spatiotemporally resolved manner. For bacteria,
which are merely a few micrometers in size, this interrogation
requires nanometer spatial resolution, beyond the reach of
conventional optical microscopy (at best ∼250 nm resolution),
while electron microscopy or scanning probe microscopy, with
their nanometer resolution, cannot probe into living cells. For
eukaryotic cells, many of their internal compartments, such as
organelles, are also small in size and require nanometer spatial
resolution to resolve. High sensitivity is often needed, too,
especially for low-copy number proteins (e.g., metalloregulators, which are transcription factors). Single-molecule ﬂuorescence imaging techniques can meet many of these
requirements, for example, nanometer resolution (via a superresolution imaging approach based on single-molecule
detection144−147), single-molecule sensitivity, millisecond temporal resolution, and high speciﬁcity in imaging cellular
processes (e.g., through genetically tagging with ﬂuorescent
proteins). It is the authors’ belief that the application of singlemolecule imaging could create a new subarea in bioinorganic
research, breaking new ground and establishing new directions.
The opportunities are limited only by one’s imagination.

transfer absorptions. These strong chromophoric species can be
exploited as quenching centers for single-molecule ﬂuorescence
detection.
Limitations to ﬂuorescence-based single-molecule methods
also exist. For example, photobleaching of the probe limits the
observation time window. With a good oxygen scavenging
system, a single ﬂuorescent probe molecule can last for up to a
few minutes before being photobleached.129 The introduction
of ﬂuorescent probes always bring concerns of perturbation to
protein structure and function, for which careful controls need
to be conducted to ensure that the perturbation is not
signiﬁcant.
Single-Molecule Scanning Probe Microscopy Studies.
Scanning probe microscopies have also been applied in
studying metalloproteins at the single-molecule level. These
studies are approximately in two categories: scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). STM
was used to study the electron transfer properties of single
metalloproteins via electrical current measurements. The STM
studies by Ulstrup,130,131 Facci,132 and co-workers on electron
transfer by metalloproteins and by Cannistraro133 and coworkers on electron conduction and recognition by metalloproteins have been reviewed by these researchers. Wingginton,134 Jones,135 and co-workers have used STM to measure
tunneling currents through single cytochrome molecules. AFM
was used to manipulate metalloproteins mechanically (i.e., by
force). Cannistraro and co-workers used single-molecule force
measurements to study the recognition between cytochrome
c551 and azurin136,137 and the interaction between p53 and
azurin.138,139 Yersin,140 Ikuta,141 and co-workers studied
transferrin−receptor interactions. Li and co-workers studied
the metal−thiolate bond ruptures in rubredoxin.142,143
The electric current-based detection of scanning probe
microscopy (e.g., STM) is powerful for interrogating the
electron transfer properties of redox-active proteins, many of
which contain a redox-active metal center. The measurements
can also be performed for an extended time on a single protein
molecule, allowing the study of time-dependent behaviors. The
mechanics-based approach (e.g., AFM) measures force directly,
which readily connects to thermodynamic properties, such as
the interaction aﬃnity between proteins. The scanning probe
can also be used to manipulate protein molecules, oﬀering a
way to control and change protein structure or function.
Limitations to these approaches also exist. The current-based
detection is limited to redox-active proteins. Many redoxinactive metalloproteins, such as ZnII-containing ones, are thus
not accessible. The mechanics-based detection is based on
measuring force or distance changes; processes that do not
cause force or distance changes, for example, most enzymatic
reactions, would be challenging to study. The scanning probe
approach is a serial measurement, in which only one molecule is
studied at a time, leading to low data throughput.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The reach of single-molecule studies has been expanding
rapidly in recent years, not only in biological sciences but also
in physical sciences (e.g., in heterogeneous catalysis144). Singlemolecule research in the bioinorganic ﬁeld is still underpopulated. Vast opportunities exist for new research endeavors.
Of particular interest to us, the advances in the cell biology of
metals continue to unravel new scientiﬁc problems. We are
currently continuing our studies of metalloregulators and
metallochaperones, with more focus on living cell studies at
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ADDITIONAL NOTE
On the potential energy surface going from the reactant to the
product along the reaction coordinate, a transition state is a
ﬁrst-order saddle point, where there is a minimum in all
dimensions but one. On the other hand, an intermediate is a
local minimum in all dimensions.
a
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